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ABSTRACT

A group of 24 listeners participated in a perception ex-
periment consisting of an identification task followed
by a discrimination task The experiment aimed at
testing the categorical status of high and low bound-
ary tones in German, represented by question and
statement, respectively. The location of the category
boundary varied between subjects so that an averaged
function led to a category switch in five steps which
was supported by a plateau in the discrimination func-
tion. The correlation between the perceived category
boundary and the discrimination peak was low but
significant. These results suggest that high and low
boundary tones in German, however, have categorical
status. The present definition of categorical percep-
tion is not sufficient for handling intonational events,
possibly because intonation conveys more information
than segmental features do.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 FUNCTIONS OF PITCH
Speech depends on the language being organized in dif-
ferent domains, for instance, linguistic focus directs the
listener’s attention, linguistic modus signals the type of
speech act, and paralinguistic features convey the emo-
tional state of the speaker [2]. For coding prosodic in-
formation we have three essential phonetic cues: dura-
tion, intensity and fundamental frequency (F0). Pitch,
i.e. perceived F0, can express many functions such as
tone and accent, intonational meaning and discourse
structure. But how can one single cue give rise to so
many interpretations? How can speaker and listener
distinguish the different possibilities of interpretation?

In this presentation we focus on a small part of the
German intonation system: the perception of bound-
ary tones. House [4] has shown that within areas of
spectral change, pitch movement is perceived as a level
tone. This may imply that pitch is perceived categor-
ically if the perception of pitch movement depends on
its temporal alignment and spectral information. Ladd
and Morton [5] applied the paradigm of categorical per-
ception [9] to intonation. Remijsen and van Heuven [8]
observed categorical perception (CP) of Dutch bound-
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ones. Using their experimental design, we anal-
the categorical status of high and low boundary
in German.

P OF BOUNDARY TONES
CP paradigm was developed on the basis of the
ption of plosives [9]. An experiment testing CP
es two perceptual tasks: an identification test

e stimuli have to be assigned to given categories,
subsequent discrimination test where pairs of

li are evaluated whether they consist of identi-
different stimuli. Perception is considered to be

orical if the category boundary found in identifi-
n corresponds to the peak in discrimination, i.e.

point where most stimuli could be distinguished.
not clear if the definition of CP as it stands can
opted to intonation. Acoustically, intonational
behave similar to vowel phonemes in that they

ncoded over relatively long time intervals. Thus,
e case of CP, they may be expected to show a
au in discrimination rather than a peak, just as
ls do. However, if pitch perception depends on
oral alignment and spectral information [4], then
might be CP of boundary tones.

is experiment we examined the contrast between
L%) and high (H%) boundary tones, i.e. between
ment and question, respectively. We chose a sen-
that was segmentally ambiguous between state-
and question, the contrast being encoded by F0.

0 is the primary correlate of intonation, we kept
tensity constant to isolate the perceptual effect of
or manipulation we used the ERB scale (Equiv-
Rectangular Bandwidth), because this frequency
is currently considered to be the most satisfac-
psychophysical transformation of pitch intervals
man speech [3].

2 METHODS

TIMULUS PREPARATION
fessional male speaker of German read several di-
es with natural intonation. These readings were
ded in the anechoic room at the IMS. From these
gues the test sentence “Steht alles im Kochbuch”
all in the cookbook”) was selected. This sen-



tence satisfied the following conditions for manipula-
tion: it was syntactically ambiguous between state-
ment and question; and the sentence final syllable was
unaccented, did not contain a /@/, and its F0 formed a
plateau–like contour ending on medium level (128Hz).

Averaged over all sentences produced by the same
speaker, F0 rises by 100Hz to reach a typical H%, and
falls by 50Hz to reach a typical L%, which resulted in
228Hz for H% and 78Hz for L% in our test sentence.
We produced an 11–step continuum along the ERB
scale with a step of 0.35 ERB size. The F0 contours
were resynthesized by means of PSOLA (cf. [7]). The
stimuli were numbered from 1 (clear statement) to 11
(clear question).

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
24 native German listeners, 13 males and 11 females,
who were students or staff at the IMS, participated in
the experiment on a voluntary basis. No subject re-
ported any perceptual deficits. The experiment was
performed individually. The subjects listened to the
stimuli via headphones. The volume of the stimuli was
set to a comfortable level at the beginning of the exper-
iment. During the tests each stimulus was presented
only once. The subjects had to choose one of the re-
sponse alternatives before listening to the next stimu-
lus.

During identification listeners had to classify the stim-
uli as either question or statement. The stimuli were
repeated 10 times and presented in randomized order.
In the discrimination test subjects listened to stimulus
pairs that were either the same (AA) or only one step
apart on the continuum [8]. In the latter case, the sec-
ond stimulus was either higher or lower than the first
one (AB and BA, respectively). The interstimulus in-
terval within each pair was 500ms (cf. [1]). All pairs
were repeated 6 times, which resulted in 60 AB, 60 BA
and 120 AA stimuli for discrimination. As the number
of stimuli was too large for one test session, discrim-
ination was split up into two tests, each consisting of
120 randomized stimuli. So subjects had to complete
three subtests (1 identification, 2 discriminations) with
a break of at least one hour between any two subtests.

3 RESULTS

3.1 EXCLUSION CRITERIA
CP implies that the category boundary correlates with
the discrimination peak. For two participants there
was no clear maximum in the discrimination results as
some non–adjacent points each had the highest value.
A third subject did not show any peak at all as there
was no discrimination above 30% correct. One sub-
ject’s difference between the category boundary and
the discrimination peak was far outside the confidence
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re 1: Percent ’question’ responses as a function of
stimulus step number, averaged over listeners.

al of 95%. Two other participants correctly dis-
nated almost all stimulus pairs, i.e. there was no
peak. After excluding these 6 subjects, the num-
r whom results are reported below, was reduced

.

DENTIFICATION RESULTS
results of all participants showed clear s–shaped
s and a full crossover, i.e. a rise from less than
to more than 80% identification of one category,
n only 2 steps, i.e. within a rise of 30Hz in bound-
one frequency. Because of the varying individual
ory boundaries, a full crossover from statement
estion occurred within 5 steps, i.e. within a 73Hz
n boundary tone frequency (Fig. 1). Inside each
ory, identification lies on a constant, high level.
e findings were subsequently verified by a propor-
est.

ISCRIMINATION RESULTS
veraged curve in Fig. 2 (solid line) displays two
, the first one appearing at trial 3.5 with approx-
ly 75% correct, the second one at trial 6.5 with
t 70% correct. The peaks are connected by a high
au with a mean correctness of about 70%. A pro-
on test validated that the several values forming
lateau belong to the same range of values. All re-
of the discrimination task, independently of the
of presentation, are clearly above the curve of
alarms (as “different” marked identical stimuli
), which confirms that the step size during ma-
ation was not too small.

3.3.1 Order of Presentation Effect: In Fig.
re is also an obvious effect of the order of stimulus
ntation. Participants were more successful in dis-
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Figure 2: Percent hits (orders presented separately as well
as averaged) and false alarms as a function of
stimulus step number (averaged over listeners).

criminating stimuli when the second one had the higher
final pitch (AB sequence) [8]. There are also differences
in the shapes of the respective curves. While the AB
sequence displays a high plateau at the supposed cate-
gory boundary, the BA sequence has two peaks, one at
the beginning and one at the end of the AB plateau;
between these peaks discrimination precision falls to
chance level.

3.3.2 Category Boundary & Discrimina-
tion Peak: Applying the so–called Haskins formula
P (C) = 0.5 ∗ [1 + (p1 − p2)2] to the identification re-
sults is supposed to predict the shape of the discrimi-
nation curve. The comparison of the predicted and the
obtained curve forms the basis to decide whether the
contrast can be interpreted as categorically perceived.
Here the predicted curve shows a plateau between tri-
als 4.5 and 5.5., which corresponds to the obtained
plateau between trials 3.5 and 6.5. But if the crossover
varies between participants (section 3.2), then, accord-
ing to the theory of CP, the individual peaks in dis-
crimination will vary as well [8]. We evaluated the
individual crossover points by interpolating a straight
line through the values of those trials between which
the category switch occurred. A regression analysis
with these crossover points as the predictor variable
and the individual peaks in discrimination (averaged
over stimulus orders) was performed, which led to a
low but significant correlation (r=0.51, p=0.029) (Fig.
3). We also observed that crossover and peak were
lower for women than for men, and also lower for pho-
netically naive participants than for phoneticians. But
these differences were not significant.
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4 DISCUSSION

xperiment has proved CP of the boundary tones
nd H% in German. Evidently, participants are
cantly better in discriminating stimuli at the per-

d category boundary than within categories. In
lassical sense of CP a single peak in discrimina-
ignificantly correlates with the category crossover
ntification. However, our results show a plateau
scrimination which significantly correlates with
ad category crossover in identification. This is
er consistent with continuous perception, where
imulus pairs are discriminated at an equal level
rrectness, nor with CP. This would support the
ts which have been raised, that intonational cat-
es can be described by CP in the classical sense
aybe the definition of CP has to be reformulated

tonation.

common linguistic principle is the use of minimal
for achieving the desired result. Therefore, there
d be no wasted space between adjacent categories.
and H% are indeed adjacent categories, the iden-

tion function should be much steeper and the dis-
nation function should have a narrower plateau
in our results. Taking this into account, we sup-
a third category to be hidden in our results [8],
egory that was not one of the offered responses.
nce for such an additional category was already
nt in the results of the individual listeners. Al-
h there was always a steep identification func-
the individual discrimination curves showed lower
au–like contours or a smaller peak beside the high-
ne. This third category might be “continuation”
hich is supposed to lie on medium level between
ment and question. But “continuation” is merely
er term for a feature not well investigated yet:
nality.



Intonation conveys several types of information simul-
taneously. It is possible that intonational categories
cannot be distinguished from one another with respect
to one single feature but only to a combination of fea-
tures. All boundary tones are either terminal or non-
terminal. A low boundary tone (statement) is always
considered to be terminal, whereas a nonlow boundary
tone can be either terminal (question) or nonterminal.
This nonlow and nonterminal boundary tone has to
be situated between L% and H%, and it seems to be
responsible for the broad crossover and the discrimina-
tion plateau. Thus each listener had to decide which
given category the members of the third category had
to be assigned to, because there was no corresponding
response possibility. There were two options: every-
thing that was no statement (low and terminal) had to
be a question, or everything that was no question (high
and terminal) had to be a statement. This resulted in
the observed between–subject variability.

Is it possible that some listeners have access to more in-
tonational features than others do? In our experiment
(section 3.1), two subjects displayed correct discrimi-
nation for nearly all stimulus pairs. One reason there-
fore might be that the step size we used was too large
for them; yet, the results of the other participants do
not suggest this interpretation. On the other hand, the
two subjects with even performance could be “pitch lis-
teners”, i.e. they do not discriminate voice signals but
any differences in pitch they are able to hear. Possibly,
these two listeners have access to more intonational in-
formation than the other participants do, which causes
the perfect discrimination. It is impossible that these
two subjects showed continuous perception, because
their identification is clearly categorical. Cases like
these provide evidence for a necessary reformulation of
the definition of CP for intonation.

How can the differences between the results of male and
female subjects as well as between participants with
and without phonetic knowledge (section 3.3.2) be ex-
plained? It is possible that the sex of the speaker influ-
ences perception. If speaker and listener have the same
sex, they may use the different information given by in-
tonation more precisely than listeners from the other
sex. Corresponding assumptions can be drawn for lis-
teners with and without phonetic knowledge. Phonetic
knowledge may be used to decide more correctly when
there should be a category switch. To answer these
questions and to verify the suggestions offered above,
further experiments will be necessary.

5 CONCLUSION

We were able to demonstrate categorical perception for
the boundary tones L% and H% in German. Our re-
sults suggest that there are differences between CP in
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ation and CP on the segmental level. Therefore
ormulation of CP for intonation may be neces-
We suppose that boundary tones can only be cat-
zed by the combination of boundary tone height
he corresponding value of the terminality feature,
here are not two but three categories of bound-
ones. The speakers’ sex as well as the subjects’
etic knowledge may influence perception.
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